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Law School Opens New Student
Conference Center
Lawrence gave special thanks to Assoc.
Dean Thomas Morrison for his work
»
______________________
making the architecture and space of the
In a ribbon cutting ceremony law school a welcoming environment.
The SCC willbe open forgeneral student
Wednesday, September 27th, Law School
Dean Frederick Lawrence and Student Bar use as a lounge, and will host the weekly
Thirsty Thurdays.
Assoication (SBA)
HHMMHMHMH
Additionally, stu
President Sam Jamdent organizations
mal officially opened
The SCC will be open for
will be able to book
the new Student
general student use as a
exclusive use of
Conference Center
the SCC through
on the second floor
lounge, and will host the
the SBA. Reserva
of Lisner hall for
weekly Thirsty Thurdays.
tions will be avail
student use. Dean
able only through
Lawrence welcomed
Additionally, student
the SBA, however,
the crowd of more
organizations will be able
and not the portal
than 75 students,
to book exclusive use of the - as the intention
administration and
is for the SCC to
faculty into the Stu
SCC through the SBA.
be reserved only
dent Conference
for special events,
Center (SCC) with
while remaining
some brief remarks.
Lawrence mentioned how on his first day open for general use most of the time.
"It's really a great space," Jammal said.
as Dean the SBA presented him with its
proposed campus plan for expansion of "We hope students will migrate here - I
the law school, and that he was pleased just wonder which class will take it over.
•
to make at least part of that plan a reality. I'm betting the lLs."
BY SAM DANGREMOND

Editor-in-Chief

SBA President Sam Jammal and Dean Frederick Lawrence share smiles and a
congratulatory handshake at the SCC ribbon cutting ceremony on September 27th.

Law School Administration Seeks to
Ameliorate the Effects of Rumsfeld v. FAIR
Fart II

BY JOHN WALKER

Staff Writer

In response to the recent decision students and violates theuniversity's policy
of t he Supreme Court in March 2006 that on equal opportunity. As a result, the ad
Congress was not acting unconstitutionally ministration has sought to counteract the
when it passed the SolomonAmendment^ eflfectsofthemilitary's policy by provid
ing unique career op
which withholds fed
The law school
portunities for its gay
eral funds from univer
and
lesbian students
sities that bar military
continues to argue that
and educating the law
recruiters from their
the military's policy
school community
campuses, the GW
about the military's
Law School admin
discriminates against
policy. H owever, the
istration is struggling
its gay and lesbian
administration must
to ameliorate the ef
students and violates the
work within the shad
fects of th e military's
ow of the university's
policy against open
university's policy on
"Policy
on Equal Op
homosexuality in the
equal
opportunity.
portunity",
which is
armed forces.
significantly
more
The law school
tolerant
of
discrimination
against
gay
and
continues to argue that the military'spolicy
lesbian
individuals
than
the
policy
of
the
discriminates against its gay and lesbian
Association of American Law Schools.
CORRECTION
When the Forum for Academic and
The article entitled "Law School
Institutional Rights (FAIR),an association
Responds to FAIR Decision - Part I" in of law schools seeking to overturn the Solo
the last issue of Nota Bene misstated the mon Amendment, was first formed, one of
origin of the committee comprised of
its primary features was that member law
Lambda Law and the National Security schools could take part in the association
Law Association. This committee was
anonymously and thus protect themselves
created by both parties jointly at the
from any feared r etaliation on the part of

the government or military. However, when regarding military recruitment on campus,
the faculty and administration of GW Law The disclaimer reads: "This employer
School made the decision to take part in discriminates against gay, lesbian and
the association, it was decided that the bisexual persons under the authority of
school would do so publicly, as a statement 10 U.S.C. section 654. The George Washto the students
—mmm—mmm—m
ington University
and the greater
[Wlhen the faculty and
P°licy on equal
community that
...
.
,
opportunity prothe law school
administration of GW Law
hibits unlawful
stood opposed
School made the decision to
discrimination.
ThC Association
to the Solomon
, pUrt. • f. association
taKe
Amendment and
association,
of American
"Don't Ask, Don't
it Was decided that the school
Law Schools - of
Tell. This made
would do SO pu blicly, US a
which the George
George Wash. ,
. J .
i
Washington
ington University
Statement to the students and
University Law
Law School the
the greater community that the School is a found-

SooHopubS

law school Stood opposed to
the Solomon Amendment and
«Don V Ask, Don't Tell."

join the association.
Unlike oth
er law schools in
FAIR, GW never adopted a policy of
refusing military recruitment on campus,
Instead, the law school adopted a policy
of including a disclaimer on all official law
school advertisements and publications

sociationforLaw
Placement each
have policies for
bidding discrimination against gay, le sbian and bisexual
persons. The presence of t his employer at
The George Washington Universityshould
'

encouragement of the Deans.
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Presidential Search Affects Law SchooPs Long
Term Future
BY EVAN MAYOR

Staff Writer

the President of the University has a
great deal to do with maintaining our
autonomy."

The search for a new University
Vision for the future
President prompted GW students, fac
ulty and staff members to express their
Lawrence said the transition to a
thoughts and visions associated with new President comes at a time when the
the future leadership of the University Law School is experiencing success in a
in a series of forums last month. But the number of areas.
discussion quickly moved beyond just
"I think I see us continuing to build
selection of the next President.
on the strengths that we have" under a
"We decided to use this opportu new President, Lawrence said.
nity not only to talk about the process for
The Board of Trustees created the
the selection of President but also to get Task Force on Advancement to develop
some input to seewhat people think GW's a comprehensive vision for the future
future should be," Jeanette Michael, Uni of GW, Michael said. The forums were
versity Trustee, said.
designed in part to get a sense of where
A former GW Law student and community members would like to see
currendy Executive Director of the DC GW in 10 to 20 years.
Lottery and Charitable Games Control
In the next 10 to 20 years, Lawrence
Board, Michael said it is important for said academically he would like to seethe
law students to pay attention to the addition of a couple of areas of expertise
presidential selection
to the Law School.
process
He said he sees sub
"It's important "It's important because the stantial additions to
because the Presi
President makes decisions the physical space
dent makes decisions
at the Law School,
about where the money
about where the
as well as greatly
money goes, what
enhanced faculty en
goes, what is upgraded.
is upgraded," Mi
dowment funds and
The next president, who is
chael noted. "The
student scholarship
responsible for the entire funds.
next president, who
is responsible for the
D a n i e l
budget and development,
entire budget and
Greenspahn, a 2L
will decide how the law
who attended one of
development, will
last month's forums,
decide how the law
school moves forward."
said he would like
school moves for
~ University Trustee
ward."
to see more interac
Jeanette Michael
tion between GW's
New President's
schools.
potential impact
"The university does a pretty terrible job of commu
A number of forum participants nicating internally," Greenspahn said.
expressed the need for a new President to "If we had a president that prioritized
be an adept entrepreneur, suggesting the building a University where you could
University needs everything from a new bridge all those schools, I think that wo
uld
science center to a football team and a make a real difference in terms of how
new basketball arena.
meaningful our education is."
But a new President could impact
Greenspahn said GW has an op
the law school's finances as well.
portunity to capitalize on the proximity
Michael said a new President, de of the Law School in relation to the rest
pending on his or her fundraising prowess, of the University.
could help increase alumni support for
"I really have appreciated the op
the Law School, which she said is low portunities I have gotten here at GW that
compared with peer institutions.
have almost nothing to do with the law
"The President represents what kind
of institution he or she will govern," Mi
FAIR, continued from page 1
chael said. "That's what can excite and in
spire alumni to come back. And for those in no way be construed as an endo
rsement
who have lots of money, the President of this employer's practice of discrimina
can be the person who helps them say, tion."
The law school will continue the
'Oh, I think GW is a good investment,'
whether it be the Law School, Business use of its disclaimer in the wake of the
School, Medical School or undergraduate FAIR decision. In response to objections
from Lambda Law, w hich represents the
[program]."
Frederick Lawrence, Dean of the concerns of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
Law School, said when he is asking some transgendered students, Law School Dean
one for a largefinancial gift, itis important Fred Lawrence also recently required
to have a President who will stand behind that the disclaimer also be displayed on
announcements of non-official, i.e. stu
his plans for the School.
"I don't think I need a new President dent-organized, events involving military
to raise money for the Law School as employers.
much as I need a new President to support
The administration has also sought
me in fundraising for the Law School," to provide alternate opportunities for
Lawrence said.
career development for gay and lesbian
Lawrence added that current Uni students and educational opportunities
versity President Trachtenberg hasallowed for the school and community. Members
of Lambda Law were provided funding to
the Law School a lot of autonomy.
"We are relatively autonomous in attend the Lavender Law conference inDC,
terms of how we make our own plan which features panel discussions on gay
ning decisions and financial decisions," and lesbian issues within the legal profes
Lawrence said. "Our relationship with sion, including employment issues.

school, but with the campus generally," President brings, law students said they
he said.
want to see the Law School stay on its
Greenspahn also noted that the current track.
"I'd really like tosee the Law School
work many undergraduate student orga
nizations do replicates the work of some continuing its clearly upward trajectory,"
graduate student or
said Peter Feldman,
ganizations, yet coor
a 2L who sits on the
"We are relatively
dination is virtually
University's student
autonomous in terms
nonexistent.
association senate.
of how we make our
"I think people
"I think we're sort of
are inclined to think
full steam ahead and
own planning decisions
you have to raise a
in the right direction,
andfinancial decisions.
whole lot more mon
but to the extent that
ey to do more," he
we can always do bet
Our relationship with
said. "I don't think
ter than we've done, I
the President of the
would certainly sup
that's true. I think
we have to take better University has a great deal port that."
advantage of what
to do with maintaining
is already here. Ten
What's next
our autonomy."
years down the road I
hope the Law School
Wilmarth said
~ Dean Frederick
isn't as isolated from
the search committee
Lawrence
other schools."
does not have a defiThere seemed
nite schedule for hir
to be consensus at the forums on the ing a new President, but that it would like
point of further integrating the different to complete the search process early next
schools, said Arthur Wilmarth, Jr., a law year. He said the search committee will
professor who attended one of the forums begin looking at applications this month
and who sits on the presidential search and start deciding who they might invite
committee.
for preliminary screening interviews.
"If the University is really going to
Wilmarth said the search commit
reach its potential, we have to find better tee would look at the feedback from last
ways to reach across schools," Wilmarth month's forums in making its decision.
said. "It's going to be a big task, but we Although some of the opinions expressed
all feel there is a lot of potential."
at the forums were contradictory, there
Wilmarth said the Law School was a consensus on many issues. He
could play a major part in integrating said.
And Michael, who sits on the ad
the campus, noting overlaps between a
number of the school's programs and vancement taskforce charged with creat
programs in other schools.
ing a University vision, said that helps to
"I would hope the new President define the University's priorities in the
would see what the (Law) School has ac coming years.
"It only makes sense to use the rec
complished and would see us as a major
resource," he said. The Law School can be ommendations from students in the plan
a "platform for helping to move the ent
ire that we submit to the new President,"
she said. "The President needs to have
University forward."
Wilmarth added that there also a feel for what the students are thinking
seems to be consensus on increasing the and saying."
Making GW a better academic insti
research output of the University and re
affirming the teaching mission, as well as tution is what it's all about, Michael said
continuing to capitalize on the benefits of of the forums and the motivation behind
the new presidential search.
the University's location in the capital.
Building a science center will be im
"I have my J.D. hanging up on the
portant in attracting research grants from wall in my office, and every time GW
private and public sources, he said.
goes up in the rankings that piece of pap
er
No matter what change a new looks better and better," she said.
•

The law school has also hired Eric
Stern, who has a background in gay and
lesbian legal issues, as acareer counselor in
the law school's Career Development Of
fice to help students in their job searches.
"The focus in all of this is on edu
cation," said Dean Lawrence. "Getting
out what the military does and providing
backup for gay and lesbian students but also
giving context for discussion."
One of the struggles that opponents
of t he military's policies at the law school
must deal with is the wording of George
Washington University's wording of its
"University Policy on Equal Opportu
nity." That policy states that "The George
Washington University does not unlawfully
discriminate against any person on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, disability, veteran status, o r sexual
orientation." According to Prof. Joan
Schaffner, because of the inclusion of the
word "unlawful" in the university's policy,
the military's hiring practices do not tech
nically violate the policy of the university
because "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" is a legal

policy. Other institutions, including the
American Association of Law Schools,
exclude the word unlawful from their poli
cies, which George Washington University
added in the 1990s as a compromise when
the "sexual orientation" category was
added.
According to Professor Schaffner,
however, the military's hiring practices are
in violation of the"spirit" of the university
policy and contradict the policy of the
American Association of Law Schools.
Professor Schaffner noted that the
administration has shown that, regardless
of the policy's wording, the administration
at the law school is committed to abiding
by the "spirit" of the policy and opposing
discrimination based on sexualorientation
whether it is sanctioned by the law or not.
"What I have seen this year is that
the administration is doingeverything that
they can to be sensitive and to ameliorate
the damage done bythe military, while try
ing to understand and respect the rights of
everyone else in the community," Professor
Schaffner said.
•
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Professor Sirulnik, Founder of Clinical
Program, Retires
be like to practice medicine without any
clinical experience?" Prof. Sirulnik asks,
News Editor
rhetorically. A mid-size man with a shock
of bright white hair, he overwhelms a conProf. Eric Sirulnik says that his time versation with his enthusiasm. Despite the
at the head of GW Law School's clinical apparent need for legaleducation, few law
program began inauspiciously. "Dean schools had any type of programs when
Robert Kramer, who hired me, said, 'I he began in the early 1970s. "For many
don't care what you do there, I just don't years, clinics were the bastard child, if
want to read about you in the papers.' "
not the stepchild of the law school. They
Prof. Sirulnik, who graduated from tolerated it because of students' demand.
GW Law School with
The clinics here were
an LLM degree in
granj; money...all
poverty law in 1970,
[CJlinical education
soft money," raised
and who was been
,
, .
... from
the War on Povteaching at the UniPosed " thrett< "> " "S"1 erty and other govversity ever since, is
academic model that
ernment programs
t^lat emerged from the
on the verge of retirfocused Oil CUSe -book
ing, after an unusual
.
social struggles of the
academic career that
analysis, and threatened 1960s era.
helped transform le- tO Overwhelm the financial
"He's intergal education at the
......
/'..
ested in clinics that
Law School from a
Capabilities of the
serve the community,
purely class-based
institution.
I mean people who
method into a clinical
could not otherwise
method and allowed
afford lawyers," says
him to champion progressive causes Prof. Jerome Barron, who was Dean of
including civil legal services and drug the lawschool during Prof. Sirulnik's time
legalization.
as Director and then Associate Dean of
When he began his career as a law the Clinical Program,
professor, Prof. Sirulnik faced significant
While lawyers had felt threatened by
opposition to the clinical program. The clinical education at the beginning of his
administration, although perhaps wary career, they often realized that the services
of the progressive causes which the clinics that clinical students provided were to
supported, generally supported the clin- clients who were too poor to ever pa
y legal
ics. But clinical education posed a threat fees. Instead of replacing lawyers, then,
to a rigid academic model that focused clinical students allowed those outside the
on case-book analysis, and threatened to system to participate within it.
overwhelm the financial capabilities of
Under Prof. Sirulnik, for example,
the institution.
the clinical program managed to create
The financial cost of the clinics, initiatives such as the vaccine injury
which often cater to fewer than ten stu- clinic. Vaccine suits had threatened to
dents at a time, was extraordinary when overwhelm the courts—as well as the
compared to the costs of traditional legal medical providers who were threatened
education. As the director of the Clinical with extensive lawsuits. A federal statute
Program, Prof. Sirulnik often had to spend created sole jurisdiction within the court
significant time on the third floor of the of federal claims to hear civil claims for
now vanished Bacon Hall raising fundsfor injuries from vaccinations, and limited
the program through grant money.
the amount of recovery. But because of
"Can you imagine what it would the absence of legal fees,few practitioners
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

were able to afford to represent clients, or increasingly severe penalties,
chose not to do so. Prof. Sirulnik, howAt the time, Prof. Sirulnik says,
ever, was able to convince the Court of there was considerable opposition to
Federal Claims to accept a practice rule him teaching a class about the drug war.
that would permit law students to take "There was no need to have a course on
cases before it.
this," says Prof. Sirulnik, recalling the
"Many clients get better represen- comments of other faculty at the factation here than they would otherwise," ulty approval meeting. '"We don't have
says Prof. Sirulnik. The program allows a a course on criminal taxation. This drug
professor to closely supervise the work of stuff is going to be a flash in the pan,"'
law students while they write briefs. And the opposing professor said,
just like Prof. Sirulnik, who reminisces
"He was one of the few professors
that he defeated famed attorney F. Le e deciding to teach and test the law in a
Bailey o n a procedural motion while a non-conventional, law-school way," says
clinical student at Boston University Law current LLM student Magin Puig-MonSchool before he became a professor, the sen about the class. "Drugs and the law
clinical students have gone on to success- was allabout the question of how effective
fill careers. Nancy Becker, for instance, making something illegal was and balancnow an Associate Justice on the Nevada ing it out. He wasn't arguing that drugs
are good or that we
Supreme Court, and
former congressmen
_ _
should all be doing
and a current mayor
"For many years, clinics
drugs...he was very
all participated in the
balanced."
were fhe bastard child,
clinical programs.
Prof. Sirulnik,
"A lot of it, I
V not the stepchild of
who is on sabbatical
place directly on the
the law school. They
this semester, says

SS.' aspect
Itolerated
it because of
J
service
of
the clinics," he says.
Students' demand. The
'Helping an old lady clinics here were all grant
get her benefits maybe led t o awakening
money...all SOjt money.
some future goals."
~ Professor Eric Sirulnik
The clinics,
too, served the goals

ue 'to fhelp the law
school raise money.
He hopes to compile
his notes from 35
years of teaching
to give a history of
the clinics to the li,ha h

of the private, tax-free institution, giving

brary.
"The clinic is in good hands," he

back to a D.C. community with which it
had an often tenuous connection. "His vision of clinics that were involved with the
local community was one that involved
people who could not otherwise affordit,"
Prof. Barron says of Prof. Sirulnik.
Although he worked on change
within the system, Prof. Sirulnik was not
afraid to challenge popular or accepted
positions. Once voted Man of the Year by
marijuana culture magazine High Times,
Prof. Sirulnik worked hard against tough
American policy in the war on drugs that
targeted growers, users, and sellers with

says. "So I would love to see them in a
brand new building, which has been in
the works for 10years now." The school's
administration was unavailable for cornment before deadline about future plans
for the clinical program.
An avid sailor who helped coach
Barbados' team in the 1984 Olympics,
Prof. Sirulnik said that he plans on
spending time sailing and relaxing at
his working farm, where the replica of
a Northeastern whaling house that he
built overlooks the Choptank river on
Maryland's Eastern Shore.
•

GW hosts forums to find new president, new vision
will deliver to the Board of Trustees the that the vision that we map out for the
names of the final candidates for president institution, the kind of president that we
Staff Writer
select, is one that the
along with alternate
entire GW commu
choices, no later than
"We have over 200,000
nity feels good about
In a series of eight "vision forums," January 2007 when
and
agrees with,"
a group of GW University students and current President Ste
alums around the world,
Carbonell said.
administration officials disagreed about phen Joel Trachtenand... we need to
GW Alumni
whether the school should focus on its berg will step down.
"We are decid continue to do forums like Association President
core strengths or improve the experience
Chris Young (B.A.
for all students as it looks to hire a new ing the future of this
this because it reminds
1980, M.Accy. 1983)
president and make long term changes to institution," said Nel
us of what we are as an
said "we have over
son Carbonelf, GW
the institution.
200,000 alums around
The forums took place in Septem Trustee and chair of
institution, and how we
the world, and... we
ber, and had as their moderator, GW GW's Task Force on
can transfer that from
need to continue to
Law School alumnus and Asst. Vice Pres. Advancement. Carfor Alumni Relations Scott Morey (J.D. bonell, a member of generation to generation." do forums like this
1999). Seven occurred at GW University, the search committee ~ GW Alumni Association because it reminds us
of what we are as an
and one took place in New York City, so to find GW's new
President, Nelson
institution, and how
president, appeared
interested alumni could attend.
we can transfer that
As a result of the information with Trustee Jeanette
Carbonell
from generation to
obtained from these forums and other re Michael, who gradu
generation."
search, the presidential search committee ated from GW Law
Many students and alumni wanted
will publish "a statement of the desired School in 1975, and GW Student As
presidential qualifications to guide the sociation President Lamar Thorpe at a to focus on academic rankings as an im
portant instrument to lure future students,
search and selection process based on its recent meeting.
"This is really part of a greater but not everyone agreed. "What I really
consensus as to the University's priori
ties for the next decade." The committee process that we put together to make sure would like to see,quite frankly, is for GW
BY PATRICK H .J. HUGHES

to shake off the shackles of the college
rankings," said Marva Gumbs Jennings,
executive director of the GW career
center. "I would love for GW to sets its
own pace and become an institution in its
own image."
But GW Law School 2L Peter Feldman voiced a contrary opinion at a forum
exclusively for students. "One thing that
we hardly ever hear about, and we cer
tainly don't hear about it often enough, is
the fact that this really is one of the best
schools in the country, with some of the
best academic programs in the country,
and it is something that I think we should
take a little more seriously."
Attendees noted the reputation of
the Law School and the political science
programs. "Everybody talks about politics
and the reputation of the law school and
[social science] programs when they men
tion GW, because it is in Washington,"
said Will Rone, freshman at the School
Engineering of Applied Sciences. "What
attracted me to GWwas not only the loca-

See PRES page 4
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Students Studying International Law Not
Using Study Abroad Programs
University of Augsburg in Germany and
ones at participating NACLE schools.
Assistant News Editor
According to Susan Karamanian,
Associate Dean for International and
At one of the premier institutions Comparative Legal Studies, however,
for the study of international law, students study abroad programs at GW Law have
continue to face obstacles when studying been unsuccessful. In fact, only three Law
abroad at programs other than those that School students have participated in the
GW Law School has approved — even as NACLE exchange since its inception apthe Law School expands opportunities for proximately seven years ago.
studying at institutions with which it has
"Students choose to attend GW
formed recent partnerships.
Law because they want to be in WashLast year, U.S. News and World ington, DC," Karamanian said. "Students
Report ranked the international and have internships and jobs and they aren't
comparative law program at the George prepared to leave them to go abroad for
Washington University Law School sixth a semester."
out of comparable
The Law
programs at the
School helped
180 accredited us
Students at the Law School
found NACLE
law schools. The are anowe([ fag opportunity to m 1999• The
program continues
schools in the
to attract students
spend a semester during their us, Canada,
interested in inter- second or third year at another and Mexico pronational public and
»
mote increased
private law to the
NACLE institution. Member cross.border le_
gal knowledge
school.
schools include Montreal's
Over the past
through providing
McGill University Faculty
decade, the Law
research opportu
of Law and Mexico City's
School has sponnities, curriculum
sored or joined in
InstitUtO de Investigadones
development, and
a number of ini...
, . TT •
•. ,
student exchange,
r
tiatives in internaJundlCUS de Itt UniverS ldttd
Smdents at
the Law School
tional and com
Nacional Autonoma de
are allowed the
parative law. The
Mexico.
opportunity to
Law School, for
spend a semester
instance, is a mem
during their sec
ber of two international legal consortiums, the South Asian ond or third year at another NACLE
Legal Education Consortium (SALEC) institution. Member schools include
and the North American Consortium on Montreal's McGill University Faculty of
Legal Education (NACLE), that spon- Law and Mexico City's Instituto de Insor cross-border research opportunities, vestigaciones Juridicas de la Universidad
scholarly collaboration, and faculty Nacional Autonoma de Mexico,
exchanges.
It is possible, however, that few
Students desiring to study abroad students take advantage of semester
during the school year have been able to abroad opportunities offered through the
participate in exchange programs at the Law School because they are not aware
BY ANFTA VALLIANI

PRES, continued from page 3 cation and Human Development and a
tion, but the integration of the liberal arts
atmosphere with scientific studies."
Although the concept of the forums
grew to include much more, the GW
Board of Trustees and the Presidential
Search Committee originally intended
the forums solely as a means to accom
plish the difficult task of filling the shoes
of current GW President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg, who will step down in the
summer of 2007. The search committee
developed the forums as a way of deter
mining what students, alumni, and faculty
want in a new leader.
Students appeared to want a com
municative new president, and gave ad
vice to the new president. "I would urge
him to focus on student life at GW, the
students at GW, and the academics," Na
than Brill, junior in the School of Business
and Student Association Senator, said. "I
know right now there is a lot of concern
about budget gaps and looking at ways to
improve the campus physically. And I just
hope that in all of that academics are not
being overlooked, because I think that is
the core of the institution."
"GW is a very top-heavy bureau
cratic institution," said Landon Wade, a
graduate student at the School of Edu

that they exist. A student who spoke on international activities while studying in
the condition of anonymity commented Washington D.C. Students have interned
that he was told not to bother when he at institutions such as the Institute for
questioned the administration about the International Corporate Governance
possibility and importance of studying and Accountability (IICGA), the Interabroad.
national Rule of Law Center (IRLC)
2L AlexisChapand the International
in said that while she
Human Rights Law
has heard of interna.
abroad,programs
Clime a. GW
fHR)
[s]
tional consortiums ' J
^
r o
L3w School,
at other law schools,
at GW Law have been
The IICGA,
which
was founded
she was unaware that unsuccessful. In fact, Only
the Law School par„ .
.
,
in 2000, encourages
ticipated in two such three Law School Students the study of corporate
programs. Had she
have participated in the governance systems
known of NACLE, NACLE exchange since
and capital mark«
d
Chapin may have
^
throughout the world,
#
considered a semester
inception approximately It contributes to the
abroad option more
seven years ago.
research and developcarefully.
ment of methods to
"I've thought ^sustain responsible
about doing a semescorporate behavior.
ter abroad during my third year," Chapin
Although especially concerned with
said. "But there's always the question of establishing respect for internationally
whether the credits will transfer."
recognized human rights, since 1991 the
Contrary to Dean Karamanian's as- IRLC has developed programs and supsumptions, Chapin said that potential jobs ported research to advance understanding
and internships in DC will not play any of the the rule of law.
role in her decision of whether to spend
Founded in 2004, the IHR Clinic at
a semester abroad.
GW Law School is the only human rights
This is not to say, however, that clinic in the US dedicated primarily to litistudents at the Law School are not in- gating human rights cases before domestic
terested in activities with international and international tribunals. Students work
undertones. A number of students attend with faculty and experienced lawyers to
summer study abroad programs, includ- provide pro bono legal services to victims
ing the Program in International Human of human rights abuses in the US and
Rights Law, a joint program of GW Law abroad. Last year, clinic members wrote
and the University of Oxford that takes an amicus brief in support of the detenplace in Oxford, England.
tion of ex-President Alberto Fujimori of
Chapin participated in an abroad Peru during his unexpected trip to Chile
program through Tulane University Law from safe harbor in Japan.
School this past summer. At Queen Mary,
While the opportunities for studyUniversity of London, she took courses ing international law at GW Law have
that focused on the art and antiquities increased in recent years, it remains
trade and the effect of transnational cor- uncertain whether students are aware of
porations on human rights.
the means available for pursuing their
Other students have participated in interests.
•

can best take advantage of its location in
GW employee. "Students come into the nation's capital and to be one of the
GW with great ideas and sometimes the preeminent research universities." Al
bureaucracy tramples on those ideas. So, though many liked it, this statement also
really evaluating our administrative struc faced criticism from students.
ture would be
"I think
an important
that a vision
thing for our
statement is
I would urge him to focus on
next president
rather weak
student life at GW, the students
to do."
when you say
at GW, and the academics. I
Tolulope
'seeks excel
Oyekan, junior
lence.' A vision
know right now there is a lot of
in the School
statement needs
concern about budget gaps and
of Engineering
to be much
and Applied
more power
looking at ways to improve the
Sciences, said
ful," Gumbs
campus physically. And I just
he would like
Jennings said.
hope that in all of that academics "And location
the next presi
dent "to realize
is a tool to use,
are not being overlooked."
the position of
not a crutch."
~ S.A. Senator Nathanial Brill
Nicole
GW in the cen
Capp, sopho
ter Of political
more in the Co
decision-mak
ing and to encourage . . . continuous lumbian College of Arts and Sciences,
political dialog of a lot of issues that agreed. "GW seeks excellence in every
affect the world, not just in the U.S., but thing it does, notjust in thedisciplines that
in the Middle East, Africa, and all over can best be takenadvantage of in our loca
tion. That is my dream, that people don't
the world."
At the meeting, students were asked only associate GW with being wonderful
to evaluate a draft of the University's new because of its location. It is so much more
vision statement, which states that "GW than that," she said.
"This is a broader statement than I
seeks excellence in those disciplines that

think we are taking it as. . . . It is about
taking advantage of where we are," Carbonell said. "Just because you are in D.C.,
doesn't mean you have to do politics.
Most science gets funded from Washing
ton. If you want to study music and the
arts, there are few cities in the world that
compare to Washington as far as what's
here. And part of this is to really encour
age programs to take advantage of being
in Washington, because we are here and
we are not going be moving."
When the hosts also opened the fo
rum to general comments, they also came
in for criticism. "It is the little things often
make the biggestdifference," said Colum
bian College sophomore Kyle Boyer. "I
was expecting, the first week here, to get
my free Washington Post, and apparently
that is not goingto happen anymore. And,
if I understand correctly, it would cost less
than the tuition of one student to keep that
program going. And people take notice of
little things like that, especially when that
places into your rationale for applying or
accepting something from a university."
For more information about the
presidential search, go to www.presidentialsearch.gwu.edu. Information about
the vision statement can be found at
http://vision.gwu.edu.
•
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Just Add Motivation

Virgin Fest

Unfortunately, there will be no tions to profile for this column is very
organization profile this week. I was sick simple. I look at all the posters put up
earlier this week during the meeting I had around school on the bulletin boards and
planned on attending. Instead of copping decide which one sounds most interest
ing. Usually, I'm picking
out and just doing a clip
from a mixture of professors
show of my past columns
discussing immigration law,
(thanks a lot, "Project Run
environmental law, or what
way"), I decided I would
ever the hot legalissue of the
give you all some ideas
week is (I'm still waiting for
for new organizations you
a
few professors to discuss
could start here at the Law
the
Rep. Foley situation ...
School.
that awkwardness would be
Personally, I think we
must-see). But I'm still hop
have all the academic bases
ing to stroll up to a bulletin
covered. If you are inter
board and see a poster ad
ested in any specific legal is
vertising a panel discussion
sue, there is an organization
on the most recent "Road
out there for you. But have
Rules/Real
we totally for
World Chal
gotten about
JASON SOM ENSATTO
lenge" season
the glory of
m
or
a debate on
undergrad?
who is most
Remember
likely to win
Greek life,
drag bingo, and a capella concerts? If not, "The Amazing Race" (I've got the disap
then you need to go back and get another ' proving dad and his lesbian daughter beat
bachelors degree because I'm not sure if ing out the two Asian guys). Considering
you are really qualified for law school, or the endless number of channels on digital
adulthood for that matter. I think we need cable each having their own unique reality
a few enterprising young lLs to bring the shows, the Reality TV Forum would have
Law School some ideas like the guy who an infinite number of topics to discuss.
brought the idea of dressing up in robes You could bring in experts for each panel
with twelve of his friends and singing like a tattoo artist to discuss "Miami Ink"
Sheryl Crow songs without instruments or a DC restaurant chef to breakdown
to the University of Virginia. I'll provide "Top Chef." And we are barely scratching
the creative spark, and I'm relying on you the surface here.
3. A Satirical Newsmagazine
guys to do the leg work. Here's the list:
At UVA, th e best day of the week
1. The Frisbee Golf Club
Golf is easily the most popular sport was Thursday when The Declaration came
played by businessmen and women. Lots out (www.the-declaration.com). This was
of people try to learn golf just for the a tabloid-formatted newsmagazine writ
networking possibilities. With our loans, ten by easily the most talented writers at
though, spending time learning golf is UVA (i. e. not me). Lots of the articles,
probably not a smart financial move until including the legendary "Poodah Corner,"
well into our working years. I think our were satirical and absolutely hilarious.
generation needs to make frisbee golf the With the amount of good writers we must
new golf. This is an idea with unlimited have at this school just based on the nature
upside. First, its free, whereas golf is of law school, I'm sure that someone
generally going to cost more than $50 per could put together a newsmagazine that
round for a descent course around here. provides the comic relief most of us need
Second, you can usually finish a round in this intense environment. Just look at
of frisbee golf in less than 45 minutes, how successful the Law Revue Show is.
whereas golf is a full-day activity. And The only hurdle I see in this plan is that I
finally, it is not yet socially required that think most of us are on the verge of being
you lie about your frisbee golf score. I've brainwashed into thinking cheesy legal
seen you kids who look at the NORML jokes that play on Latin phrases are funny.
website during class. I'm sure you are the I went to see Michael Lewis, the author
same kids who own a satchel to hold all of "Moneyball" and "Liars Poker," speak
your specialized frisbees (think 9irons and tonight, and when asked about how he
putters in frisbee-form). You kids need to converted from bonds salesman to writer,
start focusing your efforts on a more ob he commented that large financial insti
tainable goal than legalization. Make this tutions (much like large law firms) had a
organization happen, and you will have a way of making interesting people not very
real cultural revolution. And if yo u don't interesting. Well, before this impending
know what NORML is, don't worry, this scenario occurs, I'm calling on all the
interesting people remaining to make this
club isn't for you.
newsmagazine,
along with myother ideas,
2. The Reality TV Forum
a
reality.
Save
yourselves.
•
My process for choosing organiza

Virgin Fest (a music festival, not
I wandered bythe sidestage to check
some pagan ritual, sicko) was the brain- out the Brazilian Girls. A thin Europeanchild of rich European white man Rich- looking woman in face paint was dancing
ard Branson. Branson thought it would seductively to pleasant house music. It was
be fun to borrow the Pimlico racetrack delightful. Pleased, I departed to catch
(where the Preakness Stakes is annually the Killers, which was the worst decision
held) and invite a bunch of solid bands I made at the festival; they completely
to rock all day on
mailed it in. No
a Saturday.
BlFF
more needs to
Forty thoube said about the
sand people agreed
Uiff zJ F/l HM// 7/1M1M
Killers. I walked
with Branson and
!/»/«» ll/rvri out during the
ponied up a hunthird song, grabdredten dollars apiece to see the Who, the bing a Jager Red Bull to console myself
Red Hot Chili Peppers, the Killers, Gnarls and returned to the secondary stage for
Barkley, and a host of other semi-notable Thievery Corporation, which was the
but not yet legendary bands. For good best decision I made at the festival.Please,
measure, Branson threw in a DJ Tent, a reader, if you get an opportunity to see
Freak Show, hand-wringers promoting Thievery live, please, please do so. They
their politically correct causes, and a brought out some rasta-looking guys
benevolent look-the-other-way policy on and a pretty lady to sing their songs and
bringing in smoke-producing contraband, whipped the crowd intoa collective frenzy.
As I am committed to clean living, I did The song from the Garden State soundtrack
not take advantage of the latter aspect. I was a real highlight of my festival exp edid, however, have a lovely time at Virgin rience. I discovered at one point that I
Fest.
was unironically dancing.
There were two stages with stagThe only unfortunate aspect of
gered starting times,
Thievery was that
which put this young
*
Fronted by Jack White,
rocker to some diffi.
the Who. The Who
cult choices. To start,
the guy from the rr kite .. cagey rock vets- are
I went with Wolfmoth- Stripes, The Raconteurs Pros> and Pete Town
er, an Australian three.
j '
l
*
shed knows that he
piece that sounds just
played Simple yet
is awesome at guitar,
like Paranoid-era Black accomplished rock music. I learned that TownSabbath. Wolftnother Jh
sang along and shed's live calling card
brought forty-five min,
' , entails his swm&mghis

Bevond the Free Pizza

Hearsay...

utes of face-melting

The Raconteurs played the

arm in a circular mo-

tIon in order to v's°rrock that both invigobest Set ofthe day.
rated and stunned the
ously strike his guitar
crowd. They flailed all ——™ strings, the so-called
over the stage and were really, really loud, "windmill. Townshed was not shy about
Wolftnother was so good, in fact, that I doing this "windmill" over and over. I try
worried my festival was ruined. Anticipat- to be cynical about it, but it was pretty
ing a let down, I bought a vodka Red Bull cool. You still got it, The Who.
and drank the heck out of it.
At this point, I started to run out of
I was completely wrong; The Ra- steam. First, I tried to muscle up to the
conteurs surpassed them. Fronted by Jack front of the stage for the Chili Peppers,
White, the guy from the White Stripes, to no avail. 1 st ood and watched them
The Raconteurs played simple yet accom- until they played Dani California, then
plished rock music. The crowd sang along, I got bored and started wandering around
and The Raconteurs played the best set of the racetrack. I stood and watched the
the day. To celebrate, I drank the heck out Flaming Lips: I've never seen a specof a Jager Red Bull.
tacle cater more to drug users than these
I yawned during Clap Your Hands freaking people. The Lips, amongst other
Say Yeah, and then took a crack at things, brought a bunch of random fans
Branson's batting cages and his weird dressed as Santa Claus on stage with
stripper-ish dancers in the freak show tent, them and sent enormous ribbons and
I sauntered back to the main stage to see swimming-pool-sized bubbles in to the
Gnarls Barkley. For some reason Gnarls crowd. Disgusted, I went to the DJ tent
came out dressed like Roman soldiers, to see what the kids are up too. This is
which as far asI could tell didnot enhance what the kids are up to: "nnn
scchh nnnsctheir performance. Gnarls plays quirky, chh nnnscchh nn nn nnnscchh nnnscchh
studio-based electronic music, and during nnnscchh nn nn . . . I was spent,
their set it became clear that Gnarls just
I couldn t rock any more than 1 had
doesn't translate live. I sang along really rocked on Saturday. Bottom line: you,
well to "Crazy" and then rewarded myself reader, should check out Virgin Fest when
with a Jager Red Bull.
it comes through next year.
•

(overheard at the law school)..

Professor to a confused student:

...

"Are you not understanding because you are an intelligent rational human being, or are you not understand ing because you re a
lawyer"
Professor Dienes, in Con Law I I:
*'The people of Virginia, they're fornicating like everyone else."
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Make the right moves and forget about sleep
Concentrate on the paper chase, join the elite
Lately we have seen many protests, . find a way to give you. And it will do all law, reducing the difficulties and duration petitive, top American law firms will need
to do some drastic restructuring. Likely
parades, and heated talking points on this while guaranteeing a minimum 30% of making the transition.
That, along with a modicum of it will require cuts in pay, r ecruiting, or
the growing issue of amnesty for illegal cut in cost.
aliens at home. Yet simultaneously, the
Some poking around on the website discretion and oversight, means that U.S. personnel. And if this year's uniform
topic of outsourcing to foreign countries reveals signs that the core of the business attorneys can delegate legal research and market-rate salary increase is any indicaattracts comparatively little attention is located elsewhere: Ms. Chopra is the writing to LPOPs. With email, LexisNex- tion, it will not take long forthe rest of the
for an American
only employee is, and a word processor, these employees dominoes to fall after the first is pushed,
economy whose
UrARTLEBY
with a profile can easily craft memoranda, motions, and
But on the positive side, for the
lawyers who make it through the transilifeblood depends
j fy
12 T7~ £2
under the "at- other documents of legal significance.
As the Asian
tion, this outsourcing
on its ability to
torneys" secprovide high-qualtion, and Gur- market develops, it
dump means the posity services. Despite protectionist claims gaon, India is listed as one of the .two may turn out that
While we sleep, shadow- sibility of enjoying
about loss of jobs, one thing isundisputed: office locations.
there are few limits
me„ and -women „„ the
outsourcing allows a business to dispense
While we sleep, shadow-men and to what can be done
and more stimulatt
Other side of the globe
ing work at an earwith a long list of tasks of such minor -women on the other side of the globe with outsourcing
concern that they don't need to be done in companies such as LawScribes sift legal work - asjn companies such as
^er sta8e- Much of
in-house, much less in-country.
through the documents and records of suming it remains
_
,
that is not seen in the
LawScribes Sift thlOUgh
lower ranks of the
Add legal affairs to that list.
corporate America, keeping house. They within the boundarDon't be surprised. In time, legal are assigned the dirty jobs that no one here ies of professional
the documents and records larger firms, where
easily °»'s°"«d
processing outsourcing providers (LPOPs) wants to do. Support positions, where the ethics and the rules
of corporate America,
will radically alter the way lawis practiced key to success is not an aptitude for legal of the appropriate
.
paper-pushing often
in this country, especially at larger firms analysis but uncommon mental stamina jurisdiction. This
keeping house.
forms the core of a
and corporations.
and sharp attention to clerical details.
spells good news for ^ neophyte associate's
To get a glimpse of this juristic
Previously, disclosure concerns businesses that are
daily routine,
frontier, point your browser to www. limited the volume of work sent overseas. trying to internalize their legal expendiPerhaps freed from some of the
law-scribe.com. The Bakersfield, Califor- That is changing rapidly, however, as the tures. It spells bad news for the law firms drudgery with the help of their Asian
nia-based firm performs administrative offices gain more personnel with direct that are trying to capitalize upon them, counterparts, tomorrow's fresh graduates
"back-office" functions during off-peak training and familiarity with the laws Cheap, reliable, and highly-qualified for- will find a way to leverage their intellecbusiness hours, and is able to produce related to their activities. U.S. law schools eign personnel who can do a much better tual talents into receiving more substanfresh work product ready for review the are granting an increasing number of J.D.s job with the same kinds of tasks assigned five work for their first few years, rather
next morning. Founded by President and L.L.M.s to foreign students, many of to a first- or second-year associate at a than getting stuck with document review
Kunoor Chopra, LawScribes, Inc. does whom end up going back home to prac- top U.S. firm - while demanding at most and due diligence. In doing so, they will
all sorts of low-end legal work: summariz- tice. In addition, some of the most popular a fifth of their salary. What is go ing to invest the practice of American corporate
ing documents, transcribing depositions, countries for service outsourcing -India, happen when clients begin to take notice law with greater legitimacy and induce
and drafting billing statements - pretty Malaysia, the Philippines - use English of this and demand their share of the people to go into it and stay rather than
to buckle down for a few years just to pay
much anything that can be created with as an official language and have a legal savings?
It means that in order to stay com- down loans.
•
a Microsoft Office application, they'll system based in part on Anglo-American

A StOYy OJ K StfCCt

The Education Department's Student Surveillance Program
Whenever I hear a shocking news tion Statistics. The report is available at
story, I tend to take it with a grain of salt. http: / /nces.ed .gov/pubs2005/2005160a.
After all, Fear sells. So when I heard that pdf. If Ms. Spellings has her way, starting
the Department of Education was plan next year, you will be forced to participate
ning to maintain a profile
in the largest student sur
of every American college
veillance program in the
student, I was skeptical.
history of this country.
Currently, each
When the report said that
the national database would
school is responsible for
permanently track every
compiling and submit
college student's race, SSN,
ting institution-level re
DOB, location, and gender,
ports to congress. In the
past decade, Congress
I was sure there must be a
mistake.
has complained that the
information is not detailed
In fact, I simply could
not believe that the Ed
enough to make
ucation Department
nuanced policy to
AARON TITUS
would plan to collect
help control edu
mandatory profiles
cational costs, give
for every American
parents correct in
college student, which
formation about
would include grades, income, a fist of the costs and benefits of education, or
every course ever taken or attempted, and properly track the educational efficacy of
make it available to the Congress, Justice each institution.
But the benefits of a "Unit Record"
Department, and Homeland Security to
"fight terrorism" and increase university system are slight, compared to the costs
accountability. In short, the information in individual liberty.
will be used to develop more accurate
Under this plan, every college or
school rankings and to allow Congress university student will yield all rights to
to hold colleges accountable for quality "withhold or control personal informa
education. I, for one, find these reasons tion" to the government. All students at
neither compelling nor comforting.
public and private institutions, whether
But to my astonishment, the report receiving government financial aid or not,
was correct, and I fear that most people will be forced to yield their most sensitive
really don't care.
personal information to a national Educa
Late last month, Education Secre tion Department database. The Education
tary Margaret Spellings announced that Department committee asserts that the
the Education Department would begin value of an accurate, inviolate set of data
a new national "Unit Record" database, to policymakers is paramount. The com
as recommended by a 2005 Committee mittee justifies this sweeping incursion
Report by the National Center for Educa on individual liberty by asserting, with

Privacy Please

out evidence, that all "students benefit
indirectly from federal student aid funds,
which support all programs," and there
fore "tuition at these schools is probably
lower than it would [otherwise] be." Or in
other words, because my classmate gets
government student loans, I lose my right
to control my personal information.
In order to protect privacy, the
report recommends that each student
be identified by anonymous identifica
tion numbers, in addition to their Social
Security Number. That strategy sounds
strikingly similar to AOL's strategy of
"anonymizing" 20 million search engine
records in early August. These records
were released to the public for academic
research. Several national newspapers,
however, were able to identify and
contact users, based on the content of
their searches. The entire database was
snatched by bloggers and is now online
at several websites, including www.aolsearchdatabase.com.
Based on search strings, it is not
too difficult to get a good profile of many
users. For example, user 12330642 appar
ently lives in Solano County, CA, has an
interest in plants and cycling and suffers
from canker sores. He apparently didn't
realize that his search for Bernard Blais's
complete Social Security Number would
later be available to the world.
It's also possible that user 1025909
is reading this article. 1025909 seems to
be a college-age male who spends his
time visiting gwu.edu and Yale, looking
for a new home and visiting hardcore
porn sites.
Even if the database were "anonymized," the government doesn't exactly

have a squeaky-clean reputation when
it comes to privacy. In May of this year,
the V.A. lost a laptop and external hard
drive containing the names, dates of birth,
and Social Security numbers of over 26
million veterans. And litigation on that
matter has yet to materialize into anything
substantial.
The point is, the Education Depart
ment's Student Surveillance Program will
drastically roll back individual freedoms.
While future students may have access to
more accurate rankings, some institutions
argue that an apples-to-apples comparison
is impossible. Regardless, this program is
a cure that's worse than the disease.
Once the government collects this
information, it becomes the property of
the U.S. Government. Searching the da
tabase will not require a warrant, and it
will be very easy for Homeland Security
to keep tabs on entire classesof individual
students who may be deemed "high risk"
to national security.
And while I am admittedly worried
about my own privacy, I would be terrified
if I was a Chemistry or Aviation major,
and my name was "Muhammad."
At the beginning of this article, I
lamented that people don't seem to care,
but perhaps the reason for collective in
action is more complicated. Regardless,
very soon, every valuable piece of sensi
tive, pr ivate information will be quietly
surrendered by the Law School and the
University to an Education Department
profile.
Aaron Titus hosts "The Privacy
Podcast" at www.aarontitus.net/privacy
or on iTunes.
•
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The Greatest Story Ever Told
... for the 400th Time
Around this time of year, with
the football season in full swing and the
baseball playoffs just starting up, I get
fed up with the sports media and launch
into a tirade of how awful it is. Two
years ago, I made the
groundbreaking asser
tion that Joe Buck and
Tim McCarver are hor
rible announcers. Last
year, I m ade the same
pronouncement about
ESPN. Truly, these
were earth-shattering
observations.
Before I launch
into this year's edition,
I would like to update
and possibly revise my
previous comments.
Joe Buck and Tim Mc
JONATHAN
Carver are still ter
rible. Nothing new
there, except maybe
we're a year closer to
them getting fired or
dying. While Buck and McCarver have
maintained the same level of mediocrity
over the past two years, ESPN has de
volved into a degenerate mess. Every high
light is two seconds long, every segment
is sponsored, and every Disney vehicle is
cross-promoted to death.
But enough dwelling in the obvious.
Today 1 will direct my wrath toward the
next offender: the magazine profile puff
piece. You're probably already familiar
with this type of article: the author picks
the new flavor o f the week, talks to his
dad or childhood friend, and writes a
stunning portrayal of this amazing human
being. Rinse, Repeat, and you've got the
entire issue.
Let me spare you the $3.95 for next
week's Sports Illustrated and paraphrase
most of the articles.
LIFE LESSONS: Athlete X lived in
the inner city, but he was good at basket
ball. His grandmother raised him because
both his parents joined a traveling Wild
West show. In spite of this, he spent hours
on the court near his house—which had
one hoop with no net, got recruited, made
it big in the league, and now that court has
two hoops. What a guy.
COUNTRY BOY: Ath lete Y lived
in rural Nebraska and was thecoach's son.
He could hit a major-league fastball at age
3. He hit 800 homeruns in high school and
was drafted in the first round. Everyone
had high expectations for him. Afterstrug
gling in the minors for 3/4/5/6/7 years,
he finally made it to the big show and is
having a breakout year. What a guy.
JUMPING HURDLES: Athlete Z
used to be good, but he blewout his knee/
took drugs/beat his wife. He dropped
completely out of sports, tried to become
a faith healer, b ut now he's back with a
new mission—to regain his former glory.
What a guy.
UNDERDOGS: Nobody believed
in team Q. They finished in last place/
didn't play in a big conference/lost a
bunch of scholarships because some
kids got paid $50k to work at a car wash.
But, a new coach came to town and he
taught this group of former losers how
to win. Now they're a better team. What
a story.
I could go on (the former athlete's
son, the guy who doesn't talk to the me
dia and now everyone hates, the obscure

sports star), but my head hurts. I used to
try to care about these stories, but they
all started blending together. It's time
for action, and this column will be at the
forefront of a sweeping change in sports
journalism.
First thing we do is
kill all the reporters. And
by kill, I mean don't let
them talk to the playersor
coaches. This wouldelim
inate the pointless postgame press conferences
where everyone tries to
increase the number of
words spoken without
actually saying anything
(I think the current record
is held by Bill Parcells,
who once used 23582
words to tell reporters
AUERBACH
that he was angry). It
would also eliminate
the biases reporters
develop after getting
to know the team.
The only cons I see to this change would
be less-than-thrilling game stories in the
newspaper, but I think there are three
people left who still read those. While
this might make all sports articles pretty
boring, I would make an exception for
those players or coaches who are willing
to throw their teammates or opponents
under the bus. Those quotes are always
great.

Left-Wing Lock

LL.M. Council Member Gina Jun celebrates the success of the LL.M. kickoffparty
Saturday night at Eyebar. Over 200 LL.M. 's and guests attended the event. Jun hopes
to see similar turnout for future LL.M. events.

BY EVELYN KIM

Life Outside the Law
Now that it is officially October, it's that time of year to decide what spooky
events to attend in honor of Halloween. There are a variety of activities going
on to explore the creepy side of the D.C. area. Here are some suggestions—in
the name of ghosts and goblins—that range from spooky family fun to down
right frightening.
D.C.'s Annual High Heel Drag Race
October 24 (Tuesday) at 7-9pm on 17th St. NW near Dupont Circle.
Free
This is an annual D.C. tradition that occurs every Tuesday before Halloween.
The highlight of the unofficial Drag Queen Parade is the High Heel Drag
Race, which occurs around 9 pm. Expect hundreds of spectators—gay and
straight alike—to witness this outrageous event.
Markoff's Haunted Forest
October 13-31 on Saturdays and Sundays starting at dusk.
Tickets: $15-20.
For those itching for their own "Blair Witch" experience and with a tolerance
for gore, it may be worth the trek out to Dickerson, MD (45 miles from
downtown D.C.) where Markoff's Haunted Forest offers a 25-minute hike
through a trail filled with ghouls, ghosts, and scary lunatics. The website
claims this is ranked among the top 13 haunts in the U.S. by AOL city guide.
Take that for what it's worth.
More info at //web.mac.com/markoff/iWeb/MHF/WELCOME.html
Six Flags America Fright Fest
October 1-30 on Sat-Sun 1pm -10pm; October 27 (Friday) 5pm-10pm.
Six Flags America transforms itself in celebration of Halloween with rides,
attractions and spooky fun for all ages. Six Flags is even metro accessible
(take the Blue Line to Addison Road and catch the C21 Bus).
More info at www.sixflags.com/parks/america/Parklnfo/index.asp
Alexandria's Original Ghost & Graveyard Tour
Through November 12, Wed-Sun 7:30pm; Fri-Sat 7:30-9pm
Tickets: $8
Follow an 18th century costumed guide by lantern light on a 1-hour tour
through historic Old Town and visit old haunts. Tours depart from the
Ramsey House Visitor's Center on the corner of King & Fairfax St.
More info at www.alexcolonialtours.com/graveyard.html
National Symphony Orchestra Presents: Marvin's Halloween Monster
Bash
October 26-28, Thurs-Fri at 7pm; Sat at 8pm.
Tickets: $20-80
Conductor Marvin Hamlisch and friends perform a concert of "scary" songs
from The Phantom of the Opera, the theme to Psycho, and much more. The
audience is encouraged to dress in costume as well.
More info at www.kennedy-center.org/nso/schedule.html
•

But what about investigative sports

reporting? How will reporters find out
about pending trades, firings, hirings, or
signings if they can't talk to anyone on
the team? Instead of each outlet trying
to scoop each other, every team should
appoint one official "Source" to "leak"
stories to all the outlets. Maybe it's be
cause I don't work for a daily newspaper,
but I see little point in reporters trying
to scoop other people for these types of
stories. We're all going to find out about
the trade when it actually happens and
impacts something. Who cares if it's
an hour earlier or later? Since the team
officials are going to "deny" the rumor
anyway, we would at least make the leaks
more accurate.
To replace all those empty magazine
pages formerly filled by player profiles,
writers should write stories that focus on
the process and strategy of sports.
What about an article on minor
league baseball marketing techniques
(Did you know that the Albuquerque
minor league is called the Isotopes after
the Simpsons episode where Homer goes
on a hunger strike to stop the Springfield
Isotopes from moving to Albuquerque?)
Or how about an actual analysis of every
team, instead of the usual "Derek Jeter
is a good player so the Yankees will win"
bullshit we're used to reading. Or how A1
Saunders actually developed his 700-page
playbook (Is it actually 700 pages? Or is
it 678 pages, and they just rounded up?
How heavy is it?).
While I expect the sports industry
to completely ignore these suggestions, as
the bulk of product endorsements rely on
using the personalities of ego-centric ath
letes, the least we can do is put a morato
rium on these types of stories. So, to you,
SI editor, I issue this request: instead of
eight player profiles this week, how about
just seven? Then after a few months, drop
it down to six, and so forth. Please? •
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Breaking Boundaries in Life
and in Law
Davis, CA - Three-part travel traordinary employer or to approach the
ogue, two-parts chicken soup, and one- guy/girl about whom you fantasize. Other
part discourse on the injustices of society, times, however, these hurdles to our per
"Beyond Embargo" joins GW Law's Nota sonal development keep us on a stagnant
Bene with a duty to give hope andhuman path, unable to change, unable to say
ism to our legal education and future goodbye to love which has since passed,
and unable
practice.
to break
In a
DANIEL J. PEREZ
habits
of
world where
thought and
people die attachment
from starva
-preventing
tion, curable
disease, religious quarrel, and outright us from growing, moving forward, enter
terror, "Beyond Embargo" attempts to ing new stages in life, and achieving our
shed light unto a world full of walls and potential.
I myself, admittedly and at this stage
boundaries destined to be broken.
Politically and economically, over in life, cannot yet claim to be a Hero of
and over again, embargoes have proven breaking Embargoes. But I do embark on
a year-long jourflawed in both
ney, from Wash
method and influ
The premise of "Beyond Embargo" is
ington to Argen
ence. Take Iraq,
simply as follows:
tina, to Mexico,
North Korea
and to Cuba,
and Cuba for ex
Embargoes, personal and foreign;
with a purpose. A
amples: In Iraq,
Do not work, Simply;
purpose to learn
years of sanctions
As we might imagine;
a little bit more
against Saddam
Do not function, Forever;
about myself,
Hussein's throne
Like we expect;
to find fluency
only empowered
Do not exist, Ultimately;
in language, to
his authority, giv
To be upheld
build
a resume
ing Oil Men (who
to
practice
In
also happen to be
In policy and in pursuit, embargoes;
ternational
Law,
our elected offi
Are only obstacles, Essentially
to break person
cials) a reason to
To Accomplishing goals;
al
boundaries,
invade and leaving
Only mirrors and smoke, Categori
and
to find the
the Nation of Iraqi
cally,
means within
people vrv a state of
Concealing the Truth;
the Legal World
civil war. In North
Mere hurdles, Positively;
Order
to make
Korea, delusional
In a case titled Justice v. Suffering
positive
change,
Kim-Jong II con
contribute
to
tinues the repres
wards
universal
sion of his people
in the most isolated society on earth. And justice, and find personal happiness and
in Cuba, a place dear to my heart - Fidel satisfaction in a legal practice.
In years ahead, we will no doubt
Castro, even at 80 years old, sick, and
face
obstacles
called "golden handcuffs,"
after giving his "Presidential powers" to
billable
hour
requirements, the pursuit
his brother Raul - has more control over
his society than ever before. All the while, of partnering, and unless you have both
only the Cuban people suffer from our affluent and charitable parents, over
unjustifiable policy forbidding trade and $150,000 in law school loans. In the face
of these barriers to our success, happiness,
travel with the impoverished island.
But even more fundamental, and and pursuit of greater purpose, "Beyond
certainly the impetus behind this new Embargo" hopes to distill a peep-hole
bi-weekly column, are the embargoes we through - and perspective greater than
place upon ourselves: in relationships, - the boundaries meant to be broken and
education, professional pursuits and in pursuits intended to be achieved.
Upcoming articles will reveal cul
our everyday lives.
A Self-Embargo is nothing more tures different than ours, report uprisings
than doubt, fear, lack of faith in ourselves of social and political consciousness, and
- that we can do what is unique, out-of-the sometimes provide poetic expression to
ordinary, and true to our being. A wall in the injustices and opportunities within
the face of taking what is often a risk, to our globalized society.
Through my transcontinental leave
do the opposite of what society tells us,
and occasionally and ironically, to do what of absence, I pray my experiences, analy
sis of world events and personal struggles
makes us happy.
Sometimes these self-imposed can be a light upon your casebook or
embargoes convince us that we are "not lecture, and even more ambitious, upon
•
worthy," unqualified to stab at the ex your future legal career.

Beyond Embargo
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DANIEL GREENSPAHN

The Top Ten
These days a cell phone is the staple of most law students' technological
arsenal. We wouldn't dream of going out without our cell, and the one time we
lost it, we were pretty certain our social life would be irreparably damaged. So,
whether you are new to the D.C. area or not, here are ten numbers to add to your
phone list:
1. GW Operator, 202-994-1000
Over the course of a typical semester you will be shuttled between enough
university offices t hat having one number to connect you to anyone in GW's
bureaucracy will be a worthwhile timesaver.
2. Rejection Hotline, 202-452-7468
For those occasions when you don't want to give out your digits, but want
to let someone down gently, th is amusing hotline provides a gracious way of
avoiding public embarrassment for both parties.
3. Diamond Cab, 202-387-6200
At some point while living in D.C. you will find yourself in a sketchy
neighborhood at an unpleasantly late hour. You will curse the prospect of getting
home on public transportation, and you will thank me for providing you with the
number for a taxi company in advance.
4. Free Directory Assistance, 800-373-3411
Instead of struggling to remember the exact location of that great sushi
restaurant or trying to recall the telephone number of the nearby delivery place,
dial to get the information for free instead.
5. Congressional Switchboard, 202-224-3121
For those of you who are sick of being lectured all day, take the opportunity
to call your Member of Congress' office and do the lectu
ring yourself about some
issue you care about. If you prefer to chastise or commend GW's most prominent
neighbor about political decisions of the day, you can also try the White House
Comments line at 202-456-1111.
6. D.C. Transit's Ride Guide, 202-637-7000
Admittedly, most of us probably only regularly use one or two subway lines,
and at most have seen the D.C. buses. But for those times when you are puzzled
as to the best way to get where youre
a going, call D.C. transit's automated system
and use the Ride Guide for subway or bus travel advice.
7. University Police - Emergency, 202-994-6111 (Non-Emergency, 202994-6110)
Although we aren't fortunate enough to have Georgetown law school's prime
location next to a homeless shelter, Foggy Bottom has its fair share of neighbors
that make a speed dial to campus police a good investment.
8. Dell Technical Support, 800-624-9896
Hopefully, GW's Help Desk will live up to its name, but in the event that
they prove unhelpful, block out at least forty-five minutes of your day and give
Dell's technical support staff a ring.
9. Mayor's Call Center, 202-727-1000
Connecting to D.C.'slocal government operator is basically a chance to gripe
when you don't know who else to call, whether to report vandalism, potholes, or
water and trash problems.
10. D.C. Weather, 202-936-1212

Whether you're heading to a National's game, a day on the mall, or
some other outing, there is some value in knowing how drenched, sweaty,
or comfortable you're likely to be once you get there.
Email comments or suggestions to dgreenspahn@law.gwu.edu

Advertise in the Nota Bene
Advertising Rates
1/8 Page (20 square inches)
$75
1/4 Page (40 square inches) $125
1/2 Page (80 square inches) $200
Full Page (160 square inches)..$300
We offer discounts for multiple-issue commitments and to student groups.
Contact us at NotaBene@law.gwu.edu for more details.
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Stress and Writing
Opportunities

MELISSA ANAGNOSTI

The Main Attraction
I've heard from a couple of people regarding the column, and I'm really
excited to hear that people are reading it. I even got my first recommendation
from Mike Gore regarding a movie he thinks I should see. Here is a continu
ation of my top 30 eclectic movie suggestions.
11.
The Philadelphia Story (COMEDY) starring Cary Grant,
Katherine Hepburn and James Stewart, directed byGeorge Cukor. Asa general
rule, I do not like Katherine Hepburn, but in this movie, she knocks it out of
the park portraying a snobbish socialite who finds herself in a love triangle.
Cary Grant plays her ex-husband, C.K. Dexter Haven, who returns to Phila
delphia on the eve of her wedding day with a covert tabloid reporter in tow,
played by James Stuart, to get a story about the wedding for "Spy" magazine.
Stuart won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1940 for his performance in this
role against some pretty steep competition, including Charlie Chaplin, Henry
Fonda, and Lawrence Olivier (for his role as Maxim de Winter in Rebecca.)
This is Jimmy Stuart as you've never seen him. He's not playing the typical
good guy character that we know him for in classics like Mr. S mith Goes to
Washington and It's a Wonderful Life. He does, however, retain a little bit of the
signature Jimmy Stuart naivete. Grant received a record $137,000 paycheck
for playing C.K. Dexter Haven, which he donated to the British War Relief.
It's a funny movie. See it.
12.
Dave Chappelle's Block Party (DOCUMENTARY) featur
ing Common, Mos Def, Jill Scott, Kanye West, Cody Chesnutt, Talib Kweli,
Big Daddy Kane, Dead Prez, the Roots, John Legend, Bilal, Lauryn Hill,
Wyclef Jean, Pras, and of course, Dave Chappelle. A film crew follows Dave
from Ohio to New York as he orchestrates the biggest block party Brooklyn
has ever seen. The film definitely presents classic Chappelle moments, espe
cially when he invites his small town Ohio neighbors to the concert. But, the
real coup is the music, so if you don't know half of these artists don't bother.
This documentary is for true hip-hop lovers. The Fugees reunite onstage for
Christ sake. I was supposed to be at this event, but I missed it for my 1L first
or second week of law school. If only I knew then what I know now...
13.
Magnolia (DRAMA) starring Jeremy Blackman, Tom Cruise,
Phillip Seymour Hoffman, William H. Macy, Julianne Moore, John C. Reilly,
written and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson. This movie is number one on
my personal list. It was nominated for Best Original Screenplay, Best Original
Song, and Best Supporting Actor (although I have a feeling Tom Cruise is not
acting in this one.) I love the movie because each time I watch it, I discover
something that I hadn't caught before. P.T. cla ims to have written the script
around the music of Aimee Mann when her recordings got shelved by her re
cord label. Nevertheless, Anderson brilliantly weaves the livesof nine troubled
souls together for a day in California in which he explores multiple themes
including the likelihood of coincidence, regret, sins of the father visiting the
son, etc. There is so much going on in this picture that I'm not even going to
try to get into the plot with you. Most people, however, usually like the movie
until the end when it gets "weird", so I'm going to give you a few hints. Pay
close attention to the weather forecast. Weather is a classic pneumonic device
that filmmakers use to foreshadow events. Before the weather gets especially
strange at the end of the movie, look very, very closely for a sign that says
Exodus 8:2. It'll let you know what's about to happen and why.

We a re at just about the halfway the 2007 US News & World Report law
point in the semester. lLs are now stress school rankings to be tied with 2 schools
ing over their midterms. 2Ls are stressing for number 19 (University of Minnesota
over jobs. 3Ls are stressing over their fan and Washington University in St. Louis),
tasy football teams. Well, I don't know if with two schools tied in front of us at
stress is the right word. It might be better number 17 (USC and Vanderbilt). While
to say that 3Ls are distracted. Anyways, our nemeses at the University of Min
this week for my ten loyal readers I kicked nesota and USC hover at around a 36%
around a few topics to write about and journal participation rate, they have 8 and
5 journals respectively. At
came up with nothing.
Washington University in
After thinking about
St.
Louis and Vanderbilt
it, I realized that my writ
there are 3 journals, but the
ing isn't going anywhere
participation rates are at
because there just aren't
roughly 42% and 45%. At
enough writing opportu
Georgetown, there are 10
nities atGW. Granted, the
journals with a 52% journal
Nota Bene is a prestigious
participation rate.
publication, so much so
By no means do I
that Prof. Banzaf has ap
intend to add any more
parently signed on as a
stress to the lLs and 2Ls,
columnist (notice that all
but the discussion must be
of the tobacco and Mc
had about
Donalds ads
how GW is
that flooded
going
to in
the back
SAM JAM MAL
crease writ
page of this
ing oppor
paper are
tunities for
now miss
its students.
ing). Still,
Journal op
the Nota
Bene is no substitute for the hundreds of portunities is a dilemma that has plagued
students before us much like concerns
academic journals out there.
The reality is that we have four journals over space (we now have a new conference
at GW Our journal participation rate is at center) and the wireless (you can now
log-in anywhere on campus), two major
roughly 37%.
While the SBA Internal Writing concerns that were addressed through
Competition is a nice addition, and stu cooperation between the student body
dents always have the chance to submit and the faculty.
Isn't it about time we address the issue
their papers for publication to other
journals on their own, it seems like it is of journa ls together?
Maybe we need to look at unaffili
time GW looks toward adding an ad
ditional journal. A glance at the journal ated practitioners or ABA journals. May
opportunities at other schools in the top be starting a journal from scratch is the
30 provides some significant support for answer. The fact is that with our growing
adding another journal. Only 10of the top population, there needs to be a growth in
30 schools (excluding GW) have four or opportunities. The reality, though, is that
fewer journals. Likewise, only 10 of the there needs to be commitment from our
top 30 schools(excluding GW) have jour student body and initiative by interested
nal participation rates equal to or lower individuals (faculty and students).
Let's start the journal discussion this
than GW. Of the schools ranked above
year
and
bring in a new journal for next
GW, only four of these schools have four
year.
Students
don't need to be stressed
or fewer journals.
over
limited
writing
opportunities.
•
This past year GW moved up in

Messagefrom the Prez
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14.
Peggy Sue Got Married (COMEDY) starring Kathleen
Turner and Nicolas Cage, directed by Francis Ford Coppola. This cheesy 80's
movie is about a middle-aged woman who faints at her high school reunion,
takings her back in time to just before her high school graduation. The plotline is simply whether or not Peggy (played by Kathleen Turner) will make
the same choices this second time around. The film is not going to blow your
hair back or anything, but it's entertaining. I especially like the over-the-top
Nicholas Cage acting. It's a wonder he got the part, being Coppola's nephew
and all.
15.
Paper Moon (COMEDY) starring Ryan O'Neal, Tatum
O'Neal and Madeline Kahn, directed by Peter Bogdanovich. In my opinion,
this movie would hardly be worth a glance if it wasn't for the performance of
young Tatum O'Neal as Addie. Set in the depression era', the movie begins
with the funeral of Addie's mother, which leaves Addie an orphan since the
identity of her father is unknown. Ryan O'Neal, who shows up at the funeral,
gets stuck driving Addie to her aunt's house in St. Joseph, Missouri, since it's
on his way to god knows where. O'Neal is cast in the role of Moses Pray, a
small time scam artist. On the way to St. Joseph, he and Addie team up as
scam artists. Addie is convinced that "Moz" is her "pa," which he vehemently
denies. Of course, in real life, Tatum is teamed up with her own father in the
production. Miss O'Neal is so tough, precocious, and convincing in this movie
that all of the other colorful characters seem to fade into the background.
Tatum won Best Supporting Actress for her role as Addie, and she is still the
youngest female winner in history. It's a shame that her stormy marriage to
John McEnroe and her drug and alcohol abuse got in the way of her career.
To this day, Tatum and Ryan O'Neal remain estranged.
H
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Mahmoud's Smile
Few crooked smirks garner as much the new threat of Islamic fundamental
attention as the one worn by Iran's Presi ism. This is attractive rhetoric for those
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Between uncomfortable with the moral ambiguities
rants at the United Nations, Ahmadine of the Iraq war, eager to restore America
to the role of righteous
jad met with foreign policy
By JOSH TEITELBAUM
freedom fighter.
luminaries at the Council on
Yet treating Iran as
Foreign Relations, who tried
incapable of responding to
to discern the intentions behind the man steering his country toward carrots and sticks will lead unnecessarily
confrontation with the world.
and inexorably to confrontation. Propo
Like a persistent law professor, he nents of this position will often say that
continually countered the Council's ques the military option is still on the table
tions with a question of his own, frustrat while by implication taking the diplomatic
ing the political scientists with his Socratic option off. They don't honestly believe
method. Robert D. Blackwill, former diplomacy will work. Very quickly, you're
deputy national security adviser for stra left with only one response: military
tegic planning for President Bush, walked action. This self-fulfilling prophecy is a
out of the meeting shaking his head, say threat to global stability.
ing "if this man represents the prevailing
My greatest fear is that President
government opinion
Bush recognizes in
in Tehran, we are
Ahmadinejad a simi
heading for a massive
IfUH ha s Ml e ighteen year lar commitment to
confrontation with
history of hiding nuclear religion and conse
Iran." Tell me about
quently believes that
it - only my inability development facilities, and negotiations would
to deal with the So
be futile. Historian
in the last two years, has
cratic method didn't
Richard Hofstadter
given up the pretense of
have consequences
defined this worldfor global security.
pretending they didll "t exist view in 1962, fortyYou see, Iran
four years beforeBob
has an eighteen year
Woodward described
history of hiding nuclear development fa it in practice. "The one hundred percent
cilities, and in the last two years, has given mentality is a relatively recent synthesis of
up the pretense of pretending they didn't fundamentalist religion and fundamental
exist, openly acknowledging that they are ist Americanism, very often with severe
indeed pursuing nuclear energy, except fundamentalist morality. The one hundred
now under the pretense that they need percenter, who will tolerate no ambi
nuclear technology for peaceful purposes. guities, no equivocations, no reservations,
This coming from a country that is the and no criticism, considers his kind of
world's second largest oil producer and committedness as evidence of toughness
the world's holder of the fourth-largest and masculinity." I fear the world may
pool of oil reserves. They're not exactly become the battleground between two one
hundred percenters, and we would all be
in an energy crisis.
A nuclear Iran creates a variety of worse off because of it.
security problems, including its obvious
Thankfully, this is not inevitable.
direct threat to our security, Israeli secu
The administration needs to con
rity, the creation of an arms race with rival clude that Iran is a rational state. From
Arab nations and the potential for Iran to this perspective Iran's actions can be ana
covertly distribute a nuke to Hezbollah lyzed much more sensibly. Like all other
via Syria. Sanctions, both military and nations, Iran wants the bomb to fulfill two
economic, are immediately vulnerable goals: security and status, not because it
to an Iranian response of cutting off oil wants to blow up its neighbors at the cost
exports, which some studies have said of itself being blown up in retaliation
could send the price of oil skyrocketing (and that's the only real certainty in this
to over $100 per barrel. And so you have mess). Unfortunately, the paradox of our
the essential dilemma: like that Chinese military presence in the Mid-East has
carnival prize where you'd stick your fin- increased the urgency in Iran to attain
gers intp opposite ends qf a wicker tube, nuclear capabilities. Ahmadinejad can
the harder you pull, the tighter it gets. The point to his neighboring countries in Iraq
only way to get your fingers out is to bring and Afghanistan and ask the world, am I
them closer together.
not threatened? He knows, however, that
Confrontation with Iran is not though our tanks sit on his borders, they
inevitable, and our response will depend will not cross because of how strained the
on how our leaders face the following military is. This is why he smiles. With the
question: is Iran a rational state?
price of oil high as well, he's got us right
First, the case for Iranian irratio- where he wants us.
nality. Some see Mahmoud's smile and
Fareed Zakaria in Newsweek caubelieve it is the manifestation of a seren- tions Americans to calm down. Iran
ity that can only come from the certainty doesn't have anywhere near the power of
he finds in religious fundamentalism. In Germany in 1938 or America in 2006 and
Time magazine, Andrew Sullivan writes is still five to ten years away from North
that Ahmadinejad has fully embraced Korea-like nuclear status. Further, and I
his faith; it has answered life's most never thought I'd be relieved by this fact,
troubling questions. The logic continues the mullahs and ayatollah run Iran, not
(although, to his credit, not necessarily the more extreme Ahmadinejad.
by Sullivan himself) that a man like this
This window of opportunity gives
must be confronted because he can not the United States time to pursue several
be negotiated with. He has made up his options: reduce our dependency on OPEC
mind; deterrence will not work, and we oil (thereby diffusing an Iranian countermust stop him.
response), peel Iran away from Syria (two
From this corner, you will also hear natural enemies united only in their hatred
that Iran is an Islamofascist state. They of us), rebuild relations with secular Turseek to recreate the Caliphate from Spain key, and negotiate directly with Iran. We
to Egypt and wipe Israel off the map in would be wise to heed some of the other
the process. Iran is the new Germany, and words from President Kennedy's inauguthose that don't think so are twenty-first ral speech: "Let us never negotiate out of
century appeasers that don't understand fear. But let us never fear to negotiate."•

On the Left

An Ounce of Prevention or a Pound
of Uranium?
For at least a decade leading up to sanctions has been ineffective and may
the election of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, continue to be so. The trend evidenced in
foreign policy professionals had a general the former Yugoslaviaand Iraq shows that
impression that Iran was on a positive sanctions rarely compel fanatical govern
track toward pragmatic relations with ments to acquiesce but rather levy direct
the west. The contrast between Persian harm upon the people of the sanctioned
state, thus lending crednationalism and Arab
BY ADAM J. BESTER
ibility to the rantings of
nationalism, the preva
the fanatical leadership.
lence of western tech.»
n. » .
nology, a secularizing
l/W IHP Ixlgrll
Sanctions may not
persuade Ahmadinejad
educational system, and
warming economic relations driven by the to abandon his nuclear program, and will
oil trade all seemed to provide evidence only increase his popular support. They
are a worthy measure in some situations
of a progressing Iranian state.
But on August third of 2005 all of to compel compliance without necessitat
that changed.
ing the loss of life, b ut we must realize
Now we see constant tirades about that sanctions may not be enough in the
the evils of the west, the threat posed by case of an antagonist as determined as the
America, and the need for Israel to be current Iranian leadership.
"wiped from the face
America must
of the earth." Presi^back up its diplomatic
efforts with a credible
dent Ahmadinejad has
Now we See Constant
spewed threats and dan
threat of force.
tirades about the evils
gerous rhetoric from the
The Iranian lead
podium, all the while
of the west, the threat ership thinks that our
pursuing a nuclear prodeployment on the
d by America, and
gram that he expects r
~
ground in Iraq and Afthe rest of the world the need for Israel to be ghanistan has weakto believe is "peace- "wiped from the face of ened us both militarily
ful." The International
,
. „
and politically. It's up
Atomic Energy Agency
eartn.
tQ us to convince them
doesn't believe that, and
that they're wrong on
neither should we. With
both counts. Having
the number of threats that Ahmadinejad troops stationed in Iraq and Afghanistan
has made against Israel and the United has in fact hampered our ability to fight
States, we cannot risk the consequences a large ground campaign — but not our
of not taking him seriously.
ability to mount massive tactical and
A nuclear Iran would permanently strategic air strikes against targets in Iran.
alter the balance of power in the Middle We have more than enough sea and air
East. Iran almost surely would use its nu based firepower to destroy whatever Iran
clear weapons to assert influence over Is can build. We just have to send a clear
rael. Geography dictates that the relatively message to Ahmadinejad and the radical
small nation of Israel is at a distinct disad faction of the Iranian government that
vantage as to the comparatively enormous America politically is willing to use its
nation of Iran when it comes to the ability overwhelming air power to prevent Iran
to survive nuclear attack. Furthermore, from obtaining nuclear weapons.
the radical component of the Iranian gov
We must draw a clear line in the
ernment may provide nuclear materials sand and convey to Iran exactly what the
and technology to terrorist groups. Dirty consequences of crossing that line will be.
bombs in the hands ^
I personally favor
of Iraqi insurgents
_
,
,
,,
a policy requiring
lran almost surely would
would make those
unfettered access
death tolls from
use its nuclear weapons to by IAEA inspectors
and comprehensive
which we recoil rise
to truly horrifying
records of what nuGeography dictates that
clear materials Iran
levels. Imagine ra
diological weapons
the relatively small nation possesses and how
detonated in Israeli
~T
..
,
...
they're used. But
of Israel is at a distinct
wherever we decide
and American cities.
Based on Iran's his
disadvantage as to the
to draw that line,
tory of support for
the consequences
comparatively enormous
terrorist groups, we
must be the same
can't risk assuming nation of Iran when it comes — if Iran does not
comply one hun
anything less.
f0 the ability to survive
We have to
.
,
dred percent, it will
stop Iran from denuclear attack.
lose as much of its
veloping nuclear
offending nuclear
weapons and keep
capability as our
close tabs on its nuclear facilities. The best weapons can reach.
alternative is a future where Iran casts its
Even if Iran does not believe our
influence as far as its missiles can reach promise of action, the final decision lead
and where terrorist groups plot and carry ing to confrontation will be theirs. We
out attacks with radiological and nuclear have to hold whatever line we draw and
devices. I'm not worrying about sover not leave them a bluff to call. The Iranian
eignty or even the legality of preventative leadership wants the bomb,and we are go
measures. I'm not even concerned with ing to have to convince them that it's not
oil; Iran's economy relies upon oil sales worth the consequences to develop it.
even more than we rely upon its supply.
Unless of course weactually want to
I'm concerned about America's only ef see what happens when President Ahma
fective policy alternatives for preventing dinejad and Supreme Leader Khamenei
the radical Iranian government from get their own big red button.
obtaining nuclear weapons - the credible
threat of force.
-Adam is a 3L and a former figure
Diplomacy backed by the threat of head in the vast right wing conspiracy. •
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ODDS AND ENDS

Shorts
Q: Did you hear about the lawyer
hurt in an accident?
A: An ambulance stopped suddenly.

Fasteners
Across
1 Computer fodder
6 Indifferent person
11 Blackball
14 Like a street fighter
15 Like a NYC apartment
16 JFK initials
17 Precisely
19 Parcel of land
20 Cowboy competition
21
lily
23 '85 best film award
27 Hyde's partner
28 Tilt the boat again
29
bracelet
31 Broadway event
32 Conscious
33 NATO member
36 Monster
37 DC players for short
38 Pierce

Crossword 101

P
1

By Ed Canty

1

2

3

4

7

8

41 Rotund individual

42 Lamb's uttering
44 Boats
45 Be quiet
47 Pals
48 Paint type
49 Escargot
51 Hill dweller
52 Something hit in
an emergency
58 Bronx cheer
59 Solely
60 Retaliate
61 Violate a Commandment
62 Acted like a carpenter
63 Terra firma

Down
1 OJ's trier
2 Negative prefix
3 Option to sell a stock
4 Yuk!
5 St.
of Avila

9

18

17

24

25

21

26
BH| 29

31

32

36

48
51
58
61

13

33

34

35

55

56

57

A: Who cares?

22

30

37

39

38

40
42

12

27

28

45

•

*

^•^•20

22

10

' •

14

Know a good lawyer joke? email it
to notabene@law.gwu.edu

41

43

44

46

47

•

49

1I

52

50

53

|

I

59

62

60

63

44 Infant's bed

6 Gulf War missiles

39 Dream reaction:Acron ym
40 Michigan city

Q: If you drop a snake and
an attorney off the Empire State
Building , which one hits first?

7 Carryall
8 Golden Rule word
9 Matrimonial words
10 Boston Pops performance
11 Umb ilical cord scar
12 Coral reef island
13 Relating to birth
18 Boxing match
22 Alias:Abbr
23 Intense feeling
24 Combine corporations
25 Clock radio control
26 Coin
27 Bumps around
29 David's weapon
30 Coin
32 Blood-related
34 Gorged
35 Chasm
37 Slide involuntarily
38 Normal
40 A social blunder
41 Lack of success
43 Consumed

45 Chunks of Bacon
46 North Vietnam city
47 Turned toward
49 Weather word
50 Baseball club
53 Precedes carte
54 Beverage made of
leaves
55 Mariner
56 Fall mo.
57 Indefinitely large number
Quotable Quote

The reas on th ere are
two se nators for eac h
state is so tha t one c an
be the desig nated
driver.
• • • Jay Lena
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Answer on page 8

Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You will be rushed to the emergency room trying
to recreate stunts from "Jackass 2"... again.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Boy will yo ur face be red when Carl Monday
catches YOU in the library.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
Keep your teenage relatives away from Mark
Foley when he's hitting the bottle.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You will d o well on your midterm. Enjoy George
town next year.
Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
Tell your prospective employers that the Nota
Bene predicts a 4.0 for you this semester.
Worked for us.

Horoscopes

Pisces (Feb. 19—March 20)
You will ov ersleep and miss your midterm. Don't
worry, the class is better the second time
around anyways.
Aries (March 21—April 19)
Unless you plan to study more, you'd better
make that ticket home for Christmas one way.
Taurus (April. 20—May 20)
Your apartment will se em that much smaller
when Cousin Balke comes for an extended visit.
You do n't have to be anyone's sugar mommy.
Throw his ass out on t he street.
Gemini (May 21—June 21)
Forget about the FAIR lawsuit - the military
wouldn't hire you either way.

Cancer (June 22—July 22)
The quarter percent point you save off your loan
interest rate by taking a GradPLUS loan will b e
overshadowed only by the quarter an hour raise
you get busing tables at the Olive Garden.
Leo (July 23—Aug. 22)
Lazy, playing ultimate frisbee and hanging out
with Professor Sirulnik is no way to go through
life son.
Virgo (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
1-900-MIXALOT is not one of the top ten num
bers you should have in your cell phone. You may,
however, proceed to kick 'dem nasty thoughts.

Early Enrollment Discount
Until November 17th!
3-DAY "INTENSIVE" MULTISTATE WORKSHOP TUITION FEES*
BEFORE NOV. I7TH

^ <jjcQ \

AFTER NOV. 17TH

ABA/LSD Members - $345 ^piSCOUNT!^ $ 395 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $425<AvTrrS$475 - Non ABA/LSD Members
*Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks &
3 Free Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 17th!

6-DAY MULTISTATE "EARLY BIRD" WORKSHOP TUITION FEES*
BEFORE NOV. 17TH

A$75 A

AFTER NOV. 17TH

ABA/LSD Members - $620 ^[JISCOUNT!^ $695 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $720^yAr $795 - Non ABA/LSD Members
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks, Multistate Flashcards &
3 Free Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 17th!

COMBINED 3-DAY AND 6-DAY MULTISTATE WORKSHOPS*
BEFORE NOV. 17TH

- <jh g« V

AFTER NOV. 17TH

ABA/LSD Members - $790 ^piSCOUNT!^ $890 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $890^^6^$990 - Non ABA/LSD Members
includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks, Multistate Flashcards &
all 6 Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November Nt h!
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A M embership benefit of the

^ / M U L T I S T A T E !S P E CI A L I S T

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
Law Student Division

A\ece44My>
(800) 523-0777
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www.pmbr.com ,

